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UNDERSTANDING FINANCIAL AID 

,, Knowing that I can get scholarships to the 
college I'm interested in makes me more 
confident that I will excel in the future 
without any heavy financial burden. 

Linus Chiu 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 

,, Without RaiseMe I would have had to settle 
for a school within my budget. RaiseMe allowed 
me to choose the school that I wanted to go 
to rather than the school I had to go to! 

Emily Rodriguez 
FLORIDA INTERNATI ONA L UNIVERSITY 

,, RaiseMe gave me hope that I would be able 
to afford going to school at a 4 year university. 

Emily Martorana 
A RIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 

DISCOVERING COLLEGES 

(( RaiseMe allowed me to search for colleges 
that had the major I was interested in, and 
allowed me to compare costs. RaiseMe also 
provided me with universities to consider that 
I otherwise would not have known about. 

Sarah Metscher 
F LO R I D A  A T LANT IC UNIVERS ITY 

(( RaiseMe has shown me other opportunities 
that I did not think I could have. Colleges are 
interested in you even if you volunteer 
somewhere! 

MacKenzie Sharpe 
I O WA CENT R A L COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

FINDING MOTIVATION AND CONFIDENCE TOWARDS SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 

(( It gave me the hope that I could pay for 
the college that I want to go to, instead of 
just what my parents could afford. 

Evan Beckett 
HOU STON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

(( RaiseMe helped me understand the 
value of my hard work through community 
college and illuminated my individual 
accomplishments that may have not been 
specifically documented on a college 
application. 

Lucretia Samuel 
COLU MBI A COLLEGE - CHICA GO 

(( Honestly, it helped me realize that my grades 
in school would be worth money to go to 
college. Also it helped me realize different tuition 
cost. It gave me an insight to look for these things. 

Rosa Pitocco 
S A I NT LEO UNIVERS ITY 

(( RaiseMe encouraged me to go above and 
beyond in order to get the best opportunities at 
the best colleges for me. Ultimately, I felt 
motivated to attend Wayne State after being 
introduced to the school by RaiseMe, and it all 
paid off as I will be an incoming freshman this fall 
with a full ride. 

Avery Hoover 
WA YNE STA T E  UNIVERS ITY 
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Sample Social Media Posts 

RaiseMe Social Media Presences 
Twitter: @raiselabs 
Facebook: @RaiseLabs 
Instagram: @raise.me 

>Screencap Images Below or Email Support@Raise.Me for JPEGs<

Sample Social Posts 

● Big news! Students can begin to earn scholarships towards four-year colleges while in high school using @raiselabs. Earn for your
achievements starting now: [INSERT JOIN PAGE LINK: www.raise.me/join/HIGHSCHOOLNAME]

● Got an A in a course, joined an extracurricular, or won an award? You could be earning scholarships towards college for each of those
achievements now on @RaiseLabs. Get started free: [INSERT JOIN PAGE LINK: www.raise.me/join/HIGHSCHOOLNAME]

● Planning for college? Need help? Get on the right track and earn micro-scholarships for college with @RaiseLabs!: [INSERT JOIN PAGE
LINK: www.raise.me/join/HIGHSCHOOLNAME]

● Want to help your friends earn money for college? Create an account on @raiselabs and invite them to earn and grow with you!!:  [INSERT
JOIN PAGE LINK: www.raise.me/join/HIGHSCHOOLNAME]

Calendar of Social Ideas 
Here is a list of times throughout the academic calendar where you can highlight a specific micro-scholarship students could be eligible for 
on RaiseMe. See our Text Message Guide for a comprehensive list of messages you can tee up using Remind or other SMS software.  
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